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We may not make if—Ehrlich
By Rich Bergeman
Staff Reporter

If we do the right things, and Dr. Paul
Ehrlich told a crowd of about 3,000 he
doubted we would, the people of the world
' will have a 50-50 chance of making it to
the end of the century.
The population specialist and author
of "The Population Bomb", said, being a
pessimist, he felt we really only have a

two percent chance of living until the
year 2,000.
The "right things" include attaining a
zero population growth, and eventually a
decreasing population growth, he advised, and initiating a political system by
1972 to see the Job gets done.
Dr. Ehrlich warned we are already 20
years behind because the vast population
inhabiting the earth now is a young one,
and the death rate will stay low.

He said the history of man has been
like a basin of water, with a faucet
representing the birth rate and a drain
representing the death rate.
"Since Jan. 3,8,000 B.C. man has been
plugging up the drain," he said, and the
basin has been filling .
What happened in 8,000 B.C. was the
agricultural revolution, when man began
storing food and thus reducing the
starvation rate of the winter months.

Since then, industrialization and
medical advances have helped to stop-up
the drain, reducing the death-rate to a
point where the earth now has a growth
rate of two per cent a year.
That growth rate, he added, which is
births minus deaths, gives the world a
population increase of 70 million people a
year.
"That is the equivilant of adding
another United States for the world to
come to grips with," he said.
Dr. Ehrlich discounted war as not
only an undesirable but totally ineffective check on population growth. He
said all of the men lost in battle in the
history of the United States are made up
in four days by normal world population
growth.
America's population doubles every
70 years itself, he said, which seems to
compare favorably with underdeveloped
countries that double every 20 to 25
years.
But the fact is, he maintained, that
even we cannot double our resources and
services every 70 years to keep up with
this growth, and our standard of living
will decrease over the years.
What results is an ever increasing gap
between the developed countries and the
underdeveloped countries, whose
standards of living decrease even faster
than ours, he said.
Dr. Ehrlich explained this means the
underdeveloped nations would better be
termed the "never-to-be-developed
countries."
He insisted the world does not have
the capacity to feed this growing
population, and 10 million people starve
to death each year.

Nswipholoi by Gl#n Epplpston

STUDENTS NOTE the remarks of Dr. Paul Ehrlich,
recognized population expert and an advocate of tero
population growth. Dr. Ehrlich wound-up the 22-day Teach-

In activities at BGSU with his talk on the dangers of overpopulation.

Body's abolishment in sight?

The food surpluses you hear about all
the time, ha said, are not surpluses we
cannot eat, but food we cannot afford to
buy.
The people of the United States are the
"robber-barons of all time," he maintained. "We are stealing from our
children and other people on the planet."
It is the poor countries who have most
of the remaining resourses, he said. The
powerful nations, who have depleted
their own resources, are intruding into

Council approves new code
By Jim Smith
Issue Editor
The University Code moved a step
closer to adoption last night as Student
Council placed its stamp of approval on
the document.
Before going into effect, the code must
also pass the scrutiny of the University
President and the Board of Trustees. It is
not certain, however, when the board will
act upon the document.
According to Student Body President
Greg Thatch, the board will hear a
committee report on the code at their
next meeting-set for May 1-but will not
take action until a later date.
Members handily defeated a motion
by Rep Russ Haber calling for Thatch to
place the code question on the May 1
agenda, thus forcing somewhat of a
showdown between the students and the
Board.
"This would be setting up a confrontation without giving the Board an
opportunity to act at all," Thatch said,
adding that such an action could hurt the
code's chances.
Prior to voting on the document.
Council members heard a report by Dr.
Allen N. Kepke, associate professor of
speech, and AAUP observer on the code
committee.
"The committee has asked to be
discharged of its duties," Dr. Kepke
remarked, "It feels it has done the best it
can. If the code isn't passed, well Just
have to live with the Interim Code," he
added.
In response to questioning by Council
members, Dr. Kepke explained the
portion relating to students' rights in
regards to suspension from the
University.
The code provides that the Dean of
Students may recommend suspension to
the President's Advisory Council, who
sitsasa Board of Review. The President,
however, does not sit on the committee
during the review of the case.
While the student remains in classes
until the case is acted upon by PAC, that
body's decision is final. The student has
the right to appeal PAC's decision to the
University President, although the Dean

of Students does not.
If the Board of Trustees does approve
the Code, it will go Into effect for a threeyear trial period. During that time, the
document will be under constant review
and will be subject to revision.
Council's action in regards to the code
could be one of the final steps taken by
that body.
At last night's meeting, a position
paper was presented to members calling
for the abolishment of Student Council,
and all its committees. Action is expected to be taken on the proposal at a
special meeting Monday night.
Signed by Thatch, Vice President of
Cultural Affairs Bev Evans, and constituents Rich Schager and Frank Pittman, the paper charges that Student
Council is "irrelevant to the University
governance process and harmful to the
educational process" and should
therefore be abolished.
The paper also insisted that Council
has degenerated into mere factional
.power struggles designed to get control
of Council.
"The only way (Council's) existence
is maintained is by the election of new
students generally unaware of the
problems inherent to Student Council,"
the paper said.
"What we are hoping to accomplish is
a more meaningful voice for the students
in future governance of the University,"
the paper continued.
Insisting that the present form of
student government is a "perpetuation of
nothingness", the paper said that the
only power held by Council is that of
influence.
"This is solely a position paper,"
Thatch emphasized, "I would expect that
a resolution calling for definite action
will be presented in the near future."
An action of abolishment, Thatch
said, would include all facets of student
government. No elections would be held
next month, and therefore, no
organization would exist to appoint
students to various councils and committees.
Only those student committee
members not appointed by Council would
be outside the reach of such action, If and

when it is taken.
Constituents and members voiced a
variety of viewpoints on the position
paper and its implications. Council
member Art Toalston remarked, "If we

want a community council, that's what
we should be working for in Student
Council." He added that Student Council
could be the means to establish a community council.

N.w.phoio by KirV Baby*

VICKIE EVANS, creator of the Earth Day Project, is shown working
with ether students to crash cans which were to be sold to local industry
for recycling. The group hoped to emphasise the value of recycling rather
than normal disposal.
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these economic and resource pools of the
world.
Southeast Asia. Dr. Ehrlich added, is
the last big such pool on the planet, and
the United States, with its "cowboy
economy", is in Vietnam as part of the
ecological crisis.
Because of the oil of Southeast Asia,
he predicted our government will never
abandon their hold on Vietnam and other
surrounding countries.
He said the most dangerous effects of
our overpopulation are not the most
obvious, however.
By poisoning the air with DDT. lead
and other chemicals, and paving the land
with concrete, we are badly upsetting the
ecological balance.
The smug farmer who cannot see any
pollution, Dr. Ehrlich said, will be the
most surprised.
The pollution of the air will soon cool
the planet by darkening its atmosphere,
and agriculture will cease to be, he said.
"We have to get on the road to dedevelopment," he maintained. The only
solution is to reduce population to a level
at which our resources can support It.
"The animal way is to over-populate
and die out of existence," Dr. Ehrlich
said. "The human way is to limit the
birth rate."

Dr. Paul Ehrlich

Chairmen comment on
Faculty Senate proposal
By Terry Cochran
Faculty Senate's passage of a bill
calling for student participation in
departmental decisions aroused varying
opinions among five department
chairmen.
Most chairmen seem to be in favor of
student evaluations and opinions, but
draw the line when the word "tenure" is
mentioned.
Dr. T. Richard Fisher, chairman of
the biology department, stated that
students have been sitting in on his
department's meetings for some time.
"I don't think others are aware of how
much student participation the biology
department employs," stated Dr. Fisher.
"We have six undergraduate students
who sit in our meetings and committees,
and are kept well informed in all issues,
including faculty-staff problems.
"Many of these people have been
accepted very well by the staff. However,
it takes a great deal of education in many
fields before a person can be capable of
valid decisions concerning tenure.
Therefore the students are kept on in an
advisory capacity, which is in itself very
important," said Dr. Fisher.
Dr. Fisher explained the last man
hired in the biology department was
interviewed by a board of undergraduate
members, as well as by the usual interviews in which each member of the
department is involved.
The English department, headed by
Dr. Thomas L. Kinney, holds somewhat
different beliefs.
According to Dr. Kinney, "The
English department has an elected
evaluation committee of seven people
who determine promotion, tenure, and
salary. At the present time, we would not
be willing to have students on this
committee."
Dr. Kinney explained that students
lose interest too easily and that it wasn't
until Just recently that associate and
assistant professors were allowed on the
evaluation committee.
"We plan to receive more student
evaluations, even to make it a mandatory
thing. But I doubt it will ever happen that
students will be placed on our evaluating
committee," he added.
Philosophy department chairman Dr.
Richard H. Linebeck, however, said, "At
the moment we have tentatively appointed graduate and undergraduate
students to non-voting positions on our
evaluating committee. The tenured
people in the department have also
recently set a policy by which student
evaluation forms would contribute to
tenure decisions."
Dr. Ijneback added that he doesn't
see a real problem in future voting power
for students on the philosophy evaluating
committee, because the department is
basically in line with the student having a
say in his own education.
Dr. William R. Rock, chairman of the
history department, said, "Putting
students on a department's evaluating
committee Is very awkward because
they have ao idea of what Is happeaiag, of

how to handle the many situations which
can arise. Some students sat in on one of
our meetings recently, but never came
back again. On paper the whale thing
sounds great, but putting It Into practice
is something else."
Student evaluations, according to Dr.
Rock, are very important to a department in Judging a student's opinion.
The political science department,
headed by Dr. Roger C. Anderson, has
been having trouble finding representatives.
"We tried to get student representatives once before," stated Dr. Anderson, "but the program failed because
of lack of interest. We do have another
meeting soon for interested students, and
are willing to have them take place in
many of our faculty's decisions. I feel
tenure decisions, however, should be
reserved for the professors."

Miami students
stage 'flush in'
OXFORD, Ohio (AP)-The student
strike at Miami University was called off
Wednesday while "other tactics" were
pursued after a "fyish in" Tuesday
drained the city and university of nearly
all its water supply, about five million
gallons.
Meanwhile, Butler County Sheriff
Harold Carpenter, reacting to criticism
of measures he took April 15 during a sitin at the Naval Reserve Officer Training
building, called Miami President Phillip
R. Shriver and school officials "weak
sisters."
Shriver ordered an investigation of
reports that students had been beaten,
bitten by dogs and sprayed indiscriminently with tear gas during the
arrest of 169 persons.
"They all wanted something done,"
said Carpenter. "Now nobody wants to
take the responsibility."
He denied the charges and said his
deputies used force only to maintain
order.
"I'm not going up there and baby-sit
with them or waste a lot of time," the
sheriff said.
Dr. Shriver met Wednesday with
Oxford police and fire officials behind
closed doors. Officials said earlier they
would protest the "flush in" which left
the city without water for fire protection
or home use from 6 p.m to 1 a.m.
The university turned off all water at
the school until 5:30 a jn. Wednesday. A
large number of students went home for
the night, school officials said, because of
the situation.
The Coalition organization, backing
black student demands for more black
students and black teachers phis a
review of the ROTC program, said in a
flyer that some picketing would continue
but they were ready to "negotiate" with
the university.
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'Morning, Mrs. Mitchell. Is The Attorney General In?'

counter
revolution

good analysis
Approximately 2,000 students listened Saturday to Charles
Borsari, representative ot the AFL-CIO, outline a list of
proposals that organization had presented to the Ohio
General Assembly to help allleviate the fee crisis in the
state.
The proposals include taxing corporate income, taxing
industries using Ohio's natural resources, taxing noncorporate businesses, and uniform taxing of state and
federal banks.
Students participating in the demonstration on the
steps of the State Capitol Building voiced approval of the
proposals.
They cheered when Borsari called Gov. James Rhodes'
statement that taxes would retard industrial growth
"political poppycock."
The News agrees with that analysis.
Ohio is one of the few industrial states without a
corporate income tax. Even with the 25 per cent lower
industrial tax rates, Ohio's job growth percentage between
the years of 1962 and i968 was only 24.5 per cent.
This growth rate is the lowest among the Great Lakes
States.
With these factors in mind, we wonder how seriously
an increased corporate tax structure would affect Ohio's
industrial growth.

growing concern
The Environmental Teach-in Committee Wednesday
began a project to collect papers and cans in the city to sell
them back to industries for re-cycling into useful products.
The work of this committee, headed by Jeff Dewitt and
Vickl Evans, is an encouraging Indication that there is
growing concern here with environmental problems, and
that this concern is being backed up with action.
Authorization for the drive was at first denied. City
Safety-Service Director Walter Zink told the group the
drive was against city ordinances.
The decision by Zink was later overturned by City
Council. As one more open-minded councilman commented, the worth of the project far overshadowed any
problems that might come up.

common cause
Thefateof Apollo 13 and Its crew was of major concern
to most Americans last week.
For a few days, the world united In a common cause.
President Nixon delayed his report to the nation on
Vietnam. Britain put Its fleet at the disposal of any rescue
operations. Other ships on the alert Included those of
France, Italy, South Africa, Brazil, Uraguay and West
Germany. The Russians ordered four ships Into the rescue
area.
Such actions cause us to ask why nations can unite to
save the lives of three men when they cannot work
together to stop war, poverty and pollution, which threaten
millions of lives?
President Nixon flew to Honolulu to personally give
the astronauts the nation's highest civilian award, the
Medal of Freedom. Last Sunday was declared a national
day of prayer and thanksgiving.
But we question the amount of importance placed on
the lives of three men when millions of lives are just as
seriously threatened dally.
Perhaps war has become too commonplace for the
public. Perhaps pollution and poverty are so "overwritten" that they have lost their news value.
Whatever the reason, too many people In this world
would rather lose themselves In an outer-space adventure
story than confront the problems crucial to well-being of
us all.

By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
It was on September 23, 1970, that a
mob of angry adults, shouting, "Punks
off campus!", stormed through the gates
of Skarewe University and smashed
every window in the Student Union.
"This is the dawn of the counterrevolution!" cried their leader, Sidney
Snell, a 43-year-old bank teller. "We are
going to tear down this decadent, nihilist,
violence-prone student society and build
a better, more humane one in its place."
Snell explained to the television
cameras that he represented APS-the
Adults for a Polite Society. And he
promised further militant action."Violence and rudeness is all these
kids understand," he said.
The students were shocked.

SDS

news Lerrers
address to practicality
In considering the situation at this university and in
the nation, it becomes clear that changes are needed and
that the alternative courses of action are many. However,
this does not assume that the changes will occur.
Attempted actions at present seem to have an air of
being committed for their own sake. They are existential
in nature. The greatest problem of the politically inclined,
on this campus at least, seems to. be the avoidance of
hollowness In one's actions.
I believe that this could and should oe accomplished
by interesting the people whom these actions are designed
to benefit and gaining their support by which these actions
would be meaningful.
Unfortunately most political people (I too am guilty)
talk about issues which are of distant and alienating
nature. Issues like "the war", racism, and imperialism
are important and good but as far as getting support on
campus goes they're pure intellectual masturbation.
To get effective changes and lay a foundation for

other issues it is necessary to appeal to problems of a more
immediate nature and to provide at least one rational
alternative to the present situations.
Issues of this nature are not only easy to find but also
easy to understand, make understandable, and solve.
This seems to me to be a more effective approach than
trying to magically radlcialize the student body.
Another advantage is that whereas a small action ia
relatively futile and it's members can be quietly suppressed; a large action or a concerned student body
aware of its own rights and desires is an entirely different
thing to deal with.
We must progress and survive, address ourselves to
more practical issues such as dorm autonomy, the uses of
our fees, and university parking regulations; thus we may
succeed, otherwise we may be ignored as slightly tragic
idealists.
JonFlanery
167 Rogers.

using the power potential
As I observe the practice sessions for the "Little Beta
500,'' my thoughts concerning the disadvantages of Greek
life become reinforced. No, I am not a GDI, even though
for many this seems to be the only category for nonGreeks. I would consider myself an "I", not disliking the
Greeks as people, but questioning what they do.
The Greek system has vast resources that seem
wasted year after year. Hours are spent in preparation
for intramurals, mud tugs, derby days, bike races, car
rallies, etc. I do not wish to imply that the time involved
with these pursuits is totally wasted, however, I do think
that there are more significant issues that demand your
attention.
The social Greek system has structural power, capital
resources, and human cohesion. Yet, are these assets
used productively? Granted, I and many others appreciate your efforts to bring some entertainment to this
campus; this may be a positive contribution, but your
resourses are still underemployed!
To get anything done you, of course, need effective

'SOONER OR LATER THEY HAVE TO NOTICE ME-RIGHT?'
•vaeJKSWSaKJT;

r—OUf man Hoppe

organization; Greeks, you have it! Why don't you exercise your power potential? Why leave campus and
community related problems to a handful of loosely
organized individuals?
Consider for example the downtown bar situationlower cover charges would not be impossible task for you
to attain. In fact any campus issue can utilize your power
source.
The philosophical definition of pragmatism seems to
apply here-the doctrine that ideas have value only in
terms of their practical consequences. What are the
consequences of one's involvement in a tri-cycle race or a
mud tug, beyond the simple building of "individual" or
"house"?
Our culture and the world is depending upon us for
positive contributions. Must they wait until after our
graduation to receive them?
Robb Stein
12S University lane

the burial
Erie is dying. The news lifts hardly
an eyebrow in northern Ohio. Most have
heard it. Few believe it. Still fewer care.
Few care that in five years no amount of
medical aid can save her.
What will be the coroner's verdict at
the inquest? It can only be that poisoning
was the cause of death-deliberate
malicious poisoning-first degree murder.
Who is murdering Erie? Need I say?
Need I mention rivers that are Are
hazards, over-fertilization of fields,
mercury, and millions of flush toilets?
You, dear reader, know who is poisoning
Erie. Are you willing to try to save her
life? I doubt it.
Are you willing to accept your share
of the blame and to punish the major
conspirators? I doubt it. I doubt that
Erie will get the decent burial. Oh, shell
be buried all right-buried in muck and
slime and eventually covered with
concrete and steel!
Floyd Waddle
215Manville

leader Abbie Hayden called a mass
protest rally the next day..His remarks,
however, were drowned out by a claque
of APS faculty members, chanting,
"Punk! Punk! Punk!"
University President Grandville
Grommet, himself, ordered a sack of
fresh manure over young Hayden's head.
Humanities Professor Hadley R. Hadley,
something of a hothead, completed the
disruption of the meeting by setting fire
to the rostrum.
News coverage of the two events was
devoured eagerly in millions of
American homes. It fanned a longsmouldering spark. Middle-aged eyes lit
up. Over-forty shoulders squared. And
more than one father told his son to go
get a haircut or he'd hit him with a twoby-four.
Across the land, APS chapters
sprang up. Militant middle-agers met in
cells beneath the portraits of Spiro
Agnew and Ronald Reagan to operate
clandestine mimeograph machines
calling all adults to the counter-revolution.
"Off the Punks! ", "Up the Bloodbath!" and "Who's Running Things
Around Here Anyway?" became
universal rallying cries.
Allowances were cancelled, cars
reclaimed and strict curfews applied in
millions of homes A group of over-forty
fanatics known as the Hourmen were
blamed for a series of bombings of
student hangouts and rock and roll
stations.
Student leaders, wary and apprehensive, demanded police protection.
But there was not question whose side the
police were on.
The high point came when Snell of
the APS met young Hayden of the SDS on
the nationally-televised program, "Jaw
to Jaw."
"How do you expect to reform our
student society," demanded Hayden
angrily, "through rudeness and
violence?"
"In exactly the same way," replied
Snell smugly, as the middle-aged
audience cheered, "that you expected to
reform ours."
Outnumbered, out-gunned and out of
money, the students finally were forced
to surrender. Laws were passed raising
the voting age to 30, requiring everyone
under 21 to address everyone over 21 as
"Sir," and combining the universities
with the penal system.
"Now that the counter-revolution has
at last succeeded," said Snell triumphantly, "our young people will grow up
to be Just as tolerant, just as humane and
just as non-violent as we are."
And, by George, they did!

let's bear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters la
the editor and your opinion columns.
Due to our desire to bring you the
largest crosi-sectloa of views aad
oplnloni, however, we ask that letters be
no more than 300 words, typewritten, aad
columns be a maximum of four
typewritten pages, triple-spaced.
We maintain the right to edit all
materials which exceed those limits, aad
to edit with respect to the laws of libel
and good taste.
All letters aad columns submitted la
The News become the property of The
News and cannot be returned.
Materials should be addressed to The
BG
News, Editorial Editor, 1M
University Hall.
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Nixon urges loons
for disoster areas
WASHINGTON (AP) President Nixon
urged
Congress
yesterday
to
authorize federal loans to
communities suffering major
disaster so they can make up
losses of property tax
revenues.
In a special message,
Nixon said the general
framework of current federal
disaster relief programs is
effective but declared that "a
number of improvements are
in order."
One of his principal
recommendations was for
low-interest loans to offset
destruction of a substantial
part of a community's
property tax base.
Nixon also called for improvements in the disaster
loan programs of the Small
Business Administration and
the Farmers Home Administration.
"The recommended
changes," he said, "would
provide
for
improved
refinancing,
payment
deferral, and forgiveness
arrangements and would
assure disaster loans to older
citizens."
The chief executive also
asked the Congress to expand

Oil man raps pollution

federal authority to permit
permanent repair or full
replacement of central public
facilities
damaged
by
disasters.
And he asked for a twoyear extension of a program
making
unemployment
compensation available to
individuals made Jobless
because of a major disaster.
Other provisions in the
legislation Nixon seeks would
speed federally aided removal
of debris from private
property when it is in the
public interest, simplification
of laws allowing the government to provide temporary
housing or other emergency
shelter, and new emphasis on
disaster prevention.
Nixon, by executive order,
created a National Council on
Federal Disaster Assistance
made up of senior officials of
agencies involved in such
efforts.

COLUMBUS (AP) - The
board chairman of the
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio said
in a speech here yesterday
that scientific research,
improved technology and
nationwide effort on the part
of all citizens is the only
solution to the air and water
pollution problem.
Charles E. Spanr spoke at a
luncheon of the 47th annual
convention of the Ohio
Petroleum
Marketers
Association.
"The answer is not to turn
back from the highlyindustrialized society of
today," he said. "And it's no
answer to stop where we are."
Spah r reminded the

Also, he said, "We are
developing plans to provide
'one stop' service to individuals in disaster areas so
representatives of federal
agencies and the Red Cross
would be available at a single
assistance center.

BALTIMORE (API - A
petition to transfer the arsonriot of H. Rap Brown into U.S.
District Court was denied by
federal Judge Frank Kaufman
yesterday.

association that when he
spoke to the members four
years ago he expressed
Sohio's concern over pollution
control.
"Since then," he said, "we
have invested millions of
dollars for pollution control,
and I don't think we are
unique in the petroleum or
chemical business."
But he said he found it
"particularly disturbing that
business and industry is
caricaturized as a "greedy pig
feeding on the profits derived
from stream and air polluting
factories."
He said most of the people
who run the nation's business

AlMcla*«4 Kr«n Wlr«photo

BROWN'S TRIAL JUDGE-Ctreutt Court Judge
Howard Margin of Howard County, step* over
parking lot guard rail when he arrived at the
courthouse In Ellicott, Maryland, for the second day
of trial proceedings of the arson and riot trial of
black militant H. Rap Brown.

Grenade wounds 15
Nablus, on the Jordan
River's west bank was captured by Israeli forces in the
1967 Middle East war. It is an
Arab soap-producing center
with a population of over
44,000. The Bible caUed the
town Shechem and said it was
used by Jacob and Joshua as a
camp.
In another development,
Arab infiltrators from Jordan
shelled an Israeli border
settlement in the Beisan
Valley.
The Israelis said a squad of
guerrillas forded the Jordan
River and fired mortars and
bazookas at the Moaz Haim
settlement, IS miles south of
the Sea of GaUUee.
Civilian settlement guards
fired at the infiltrators, but
they apparently escaped
unharmed.
There were no Israeli
casualties in the attack, but
one bazooka rocket passed
through four concrete walls of
a four-family dwelling before

B6SU
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exploding outside the building.
Along the Suez Canal,
Egyptian cannon fire wounded
an Israeli soldier in exchanges
along the southern sector of
the waterway, the Israeli
military command announced.
On the diplomatic front,
Prime Minister Golda Meir
reported dozens of secret
meetings between Israeli and
Arab representatives have
taken place over the years.
Mrs. Meir, talking to
settlers at a kibbutz in the
Negev Desert on Tuesday,
said "A responsible government has to choose silence to
popularity if it wants to
nurture the faintest prospect
for the beginning of a dialogue
with the Arabs."
In Tehran, Iran, Joseph
Sisco, U.S. assistant secretary
of state for Middle East affairs said yesterday the
Middle East crisis la
gradually worsening.

The
New
Mone
savs

As a college graduate your future earning power is
substantial. Despite this you may find it extremely
difficult to obtain credit immediately after
graduation.

COME IN AND CHECK OUR
NEW SPRING ITEMS

This is where we come In. If you have accepted a
job offer, have a clear credit background, and are
over 21 years of age, you may quality for an

Many new styles of B.G. Shirts
While you're taking the sun, enjoy the following
fun Items from SBX:
B.G.S.U. Playing Cards - Tactical Games
for Thinkers - Classical Jigsaw Puzzles and
Crafts Kits or a good book from our selection of
current best sellers

forever -- a CoUett Km^' (.hiwse from 12 Stone
colors, select \cur and decree. The appntpnatc
■yiHjOoftf are modelled in perfect detail, lit /OSfCJIJ

•

INITIALS ENGRAVED FREE
ORDER AT

u.

uers

51st fear

JEWELRY STORE
PH. 353-6691

125 N MAIN

I

American Express Card—(he most useful financial
instrument In the world. So useful that we call it
The New Money.
Use it to pay for airlines, restaurants, hotels,
motels, rent-a-cars, clothing, luggage. Mowers,
jewelry and specialty items at shops and stores—
and for emergency check cashing—worldwide. It's
the only card you will need. Get It now. green as
cash and a lot more convenient, The New Money
says go I

AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD APPLICATION,
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And as always - Bargains in Books New and Used
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The Class ol 1970 is on the go. You are not going
to sit still or sellle back. Too many things to do,
challenges lo be mot-personal as well as
professional.

SPRING IS HERE AT S.B.X.

V(H0 VOI can order the p,ift that will he cherished

The denial means the trial
is to resume without delay
whether an appeal of Kaufman's ruling is made or not.
Proceedings in Howard
County Circuit Court halted
Tuesday when defense attorney William M. Kunstler
formally notified the court of
his petition for the trial to be
held at federal level.

The written decision from
Kaufman said the proceedings
were "remanded to the Circuit
Court for Howard Countv."

Sohio on its centennial wliich
is this year. The company, the
original Standard Oil Co., was
founded
by
John
D.
Rockefeller
and
four
associates in Cleveland on
Jan. 10, 1870.
Spahr
received
congratulatory remarks from
Gov. James A. Rhodes who
presented Sohio with an award
on behalf of the state.

Students' most
wanted gift!!

Judge denies
Brown's plea

Terrorist action

TEL AVIV (AP) - A
terrorist hand grenade
wounded three American
tourists and a dozen other
persons yesterday in the main
square of Nablus in Israelioccupied Jordan, the Israeli
military command reported.
Two of the Americans were
identified as Sylvia Caplan,
Andover, Mass., and her
sister, Eva Labell, Everett,
Mass.
Three other wounded also
were identified as tourists
from West Germany and
South Africa.
The remainder of the
wounded were said to be local
residents, Including three
immigrants Just arrived from
Chile.
Michael Shashar,
spokesman for the Israeli
military authorities in the
area, said he had no information on how the explosive was thrown. He said
several persons were taken
into custody for questioning.

are sincere individuals who
are deeply concerned with all
problems of their communities, including pollution.
He said gasoline, motor
cars and insecticides, can and
must be improved and that
"we need more technology,
not less, to solve our current
problems
and
make
progress."
The luncheon honored
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The undersigned agree(s) that if this application is accepted and a Card issued, the individual and the company he represents, if this is
a company account, will be bound by the terms and conditions accompanying the Card and any renewal or replacement card, unless he
returns the Card immediately. The individual applicant and the company, if this is a company account, will be liable for all charges
incurred with the Card and all supplementary Cards issued on the account. Each supplementary applicant will be liable for all charges
incurred with the supplementary Card, jointly and severally with the holder of the basic Card.
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NEED FLYERS and POSTERS for
upcoming ELECTIONS??
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Radio station starts worLD»nEWS
on campus in fall
i Associated Prtss

University students, men and women in ansportscasting,
returning to campus next fall nouncing,
will find a commercial radio newscasting, writing and
station at the 880 spot on the reporting.
Applications are available
AM dial.
A poll of 400 dormitory in room 413 South Hall.
residents showed students Previous experience In
were most interested in broadcasting is not a
listening to the sounds of the prerequisite for a position.
Top 40 and underground.
It will be a wired-wlreless
Mark Hartman, program
manager, said that not only station, with its general signal
music, but news and feature being carried from a central
programming would be built transmitter to each of the
around student desires in- University's dormitories via
telephone lines. It then will be
dicated by the survey.
The station will serve as a injected into the dorms'
training ground for students electrical systems by adinterested in broadcasting, ditional transmitters, acwith positions still open for cording to Hartman.

Tests say fish
contaminated
LANSING, Mich. (AP) Tests by the Michigan
Agriculture Department
reported Tuesday that 27 per
cent of the fish in Uke St.
i 'lair are contaminated with
mercury.
Dr. George Whitehead
announced that his department had also confirmed
earlier federal tests on fish
from l-ike Michigan which
showed traces of mercury.
Out of 41 tests of 10-15 fish
each from Lake St. Clair. 12

showed the mercury level
above the 0.5 parts per million
set by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration as dangerous.
Of 15 tests from Lake Erie
two groups were above the
danger level and on Lake
Michigan tests yielded one
above the level.
Tests on fish from lake
Huron and the St. Clair and
Detroit Rivers are not yet
completed, according to
Whitehead.

TED BUMILLER
PRESENTS A

TOUR OF
SCANDANAVIA
April, 23rd

8:00P.M.

Grand Ballroom
Presented By U.A.O.

Envoys map Viet moves

Informed sources in Saigon said yesterday two Americana
thought to be Central Intelligence Agency agents flew to the
Cambodian provincial capital of Svay Rieng last week to map
military operations against the enemy.
They reported the Americans flew In two South Vietnamese
helicopters and were met in Svay Rieng, 25 miles west of the
South Vietnamese border by Cambodian officials with maps
showing enemy positions in the province.

Enemy launches assault
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia - North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong forces have launched a major assault against the
provincial capital of Takeo, 50 miles south of Phnom Penh, a
military spokesman said yesterday.
Maj. Am Rong reported some Cambodian units had withdrawn from the besieged town, while others remained to fight.
Mortar shells were lobbed into the town and six Cambodian
solders were killed when their Jeep took a direct hit from a
rocket.

Gov't Keeps martial law
BOGOTA, Colombia - Authorities kept Colombia under
martial law yesterday after two days of rioting, but antigovernment demonstrators surged into the streets again
sounding a call to arms and President Carlos Lleras Restrepo
threatened to impose a state of siege.
Thousands of men, women and children milled about the
capital hurling charges that the government is stealing the
presidential election from ex-dictator Gustavo Rojas Pinilla.

Associated' Proas w,,•photo

BOATS DESTROYED IN FIRE-Firemen from four
communities pour water onto the rabble of a marina
storage building destroyed by fire Monday la the retort
community of Lakeside. More than 70 boats were

destroyed and damage to them alone was eat estimated at
)1 million. Cause of the fire wat not determined and no
injuries were reported.

D*hgationblasHspeechRhOCleS ffffs flSHing 00(1
PARIS-The
delesatinn to the Paris peace
n«n>
PARIS
- The North Vietnamese delegation
talks said yesterday that President Nixon's speech on Vietnam
"once again reflects the neo-colonialist policy of aggression by
the United States."
A spokesman said the address Monday night revealed "the
same stubborn perfidious attitude of President Nixon which has
been condemned by the American people, the Vietnamese and
the entire world."
The delegation said Nixon was "continuing the war in
Vietnam, escalating in l-aos and intervening in Cambodia, with
the aim of spreading the war to the entire Indochinese peninsula."

THE THETA CHI PLEDGES SAY:

LETS MAKE IT ANOTHER
IFC GREEK SING VICTORY
THURS. NITE.

^nF
COLUMBUS (AP)-Gov.
James A. Rhodes yesterday
lifted a ban on most commercial fishing in Lake Erie
and Atty. Gen. Paul W. Brown
announced a suit against an
Ashtabula firm accused of
dumping mercury into a Lake
Erie tributary.
The fishing ban is still
imposed against walleye pike
and pickerel.
Phodes imposed the ban
last week until laboratory
tests determined the amount
of mercury found in fish
samples taken from the lake.
Brown said he sent an
assistant attorney general to
Ashtabula to file the suit
against the Detrex Chemical
Industries, Inc., of Ashtabula.
Detrex officials said
Brown's announcement came
one day after federal and state

water pollution control
authorities met with the
company and "expressed
complete satisfaction with the
progress being made" to
control mercury discharges.
Robert Jones, director of
manufacturing at Detrex, said
the firm's mercury discharges
were below detectable levels
where they enter nearby Lake
Erie, but that the company
was making changes to assure
the fact that no mercury
enters the lake with their
effluent.
A copy of the suit released
here asks Common Pleas
Court of Ashtabula County to
prohibit the firm from
discharging mercury compounds Into a stream which
empties into Lake Erie.
Rhodes said in lifting the
fish ban:

CANTERBURY INN (C.I.)
SPECIAL
WEEKEND
****************
Band upstair* and downstairs
Fri: "The Other Half
Sat: "After Rain"
plus Fri. and Sat. "The Second Coming"
also featuring regular Happy Hoars
Weds., Thurs., Fri., Sat

be eyes-wise
with

Suzies
COLLECTION
of fabulous lashes
100% TOP QUALITY HUMAN HAIR. HANDTIED EYELASHES A tremendous value
Only $6 00 — 5 pair upper — 1 pair lower lashes
Assorted styles tor night and day wear Really do your thing
—find a more exciting you with Suzies dreamy collection of
Sinfully flattering lashes Specify black or brown
Send S6 00 check or money order
Allow two weeks for delivery

"We have made this
decision on the basis of new
and more complete tests of
fish samples in a combined
testing program between the
Food, Dairies and Drug
Division of the Ohio Department of Agriculture and the
Federal Food and Drug Administration."
He reported the new
samplings have shown more
than 87 per cent of the fish
checked to contain less than
the .5 parts per million level of
mercury, which has been set
as the safe level by the FDA.
Fishing for walleye will
remain closed, the governor
said, because this species has
shown a high Incidence of
accumulation of mercury.
Rhodes' ban was applied

April 13 on the basis of reports
of mercury contamination
resulting from discharges of
mercury wastes by some
industries, particularly in
Michigan and Canada.
In the Ashtabula action, the
attorney general charged that
the company "has been and Is
discharging elemental
mercury, mercuric chloride
or other mercury compounds
Into a water-course which Is
tributary to Lake Erie, and
that such conduct constitutes
a nuisance" under existing
Ohio law.
The suit asks that the
company
cease
such
discharge and that it and its
officers be perpetually enjoined from "maintaining
such as nuisance."

selects staff
for 70-71 News
The BG News staff for 197071 was announced yesterday
by Jim Smith, recently named
editor of the newspaper.
Staff members are:
Managing
editor-Glenn
Waggoner, News editor-Rich
Bergeman, Editorial editorBarb Jacola, Issue editorsSteve Brash, Kathy Fraze,
Richard Price, Harold Brown,
Sports editor- Denny White,
Photo editor-Brian Steffens,

Reporters-Jim Marino,
Damon Beck, Wayne Thomas,
Jeff Levtton.
Two additional reporters,
as well as two or three copy
editors will be named at the
end of the quarter. Anyone
interested in either position
should contact the BG News
office in 106 University Hall as
soon as possible.
The new staff members
assume their positions May 18.

Panhel says
Get high for
Greek Week

uzie's P. 0 8u fll • Cl- Hlf. HI'Koa (0131
\j$u

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEWLY
ELECTED OFFICERS OF SAE
Black is beautiful.
Red is beautiful.
White is beautiful.
Yellow is beautiful. ^-—•
n»i.«».u..«.„,i.«,,i»u„»»„„,M„.im —'r-tin■ Himiijii.i.nji

I Hfc

President Mike DeMario
Executive V.P. Jack Homey
Admin. V.P. Bob Fradane
Treasurer John Donnelly
Assit. Treasurer Mike Saell
Recording Sec. Brad Marshall
Corresponding Sec. Steve Kerber
Alumni Sec. Joe Hilton

x

rOUITABLE

For • free 18" x 24" potter ot thit advertisement, write: The Equitable. Dept. C. G.P.O. Box 1170. New York, NY. 10001

Chronicler Gerry Church
Herald Tim Guernsey
Wardens Randy Barnes
Pledge Council Pete Stein
JimO'Leary
Loo Elsaesier
Rath Roger Coate
Social Gary Oriow

THANKS TO THE OLD OFFICERS FOR ALL OF YOUR EFFORTS

PHI-ALPHA !!
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Trinidad army rebels
PORT OF SPAIN, Trinidad
(AP) - Shooting broke out
again yesterday in the
Trinidadian capital's business
district as authorities sought
information
on
the
whereabouts of rebellious
elements of the Regiment, the
island nations's 800-man
army.
Three
deaths
were
reported in the Tuesday night
violence that grew out of the
arrests of 13 Black Power
movement leaders.
A rebellious soldier was
killed by a coast guardman as
he tried to flee the army camp

six miles from Port of Spain, a
16-year-old yoouth throwing
rocks from a rooftop was
felled by a policeman's bullet
and a fireman was killed when
he was hit in the chest by a Are
bomb.
The Defense Department
in Washington reported a
Navy helicopter carrier, the
Guadalcanal, had been
dispatched from San Juan,
Puerto Rico, "heading in the
direction of Trinidad." It
declined to give further
details.
The Guadalcanal normally
carries about 2,000 Marines

Groups meet
on pollution
An attempt to make
citizens of Wood County aware
of their water, air and land
problems is the purpose of a
meeting today sponsored by
the League of Women Voters
in conjunction with eight other
local agencies and groups.
Robert
McCutchen,
Executive Director of the Ohio
Conservation Association will
speak on ecology problems in
Ohio generally, said Mrs.
William Rock,
meeting
organizer.
The push of the governor to
attract industry and whether
or not it can be and has been
compatible
with
good
ecological practices will be
the topic of his speech, said
Mrs. Rock.
Robert Manson,
the
principal sanitation engineer
for the northwest district state
health department will also
speak on ecological problems
specific to this area.
The meeting will later
break into four panel

discussions on air pollution,
water and waste treatment,
solid waste treatment and
farm and garden problems,
Mrs Rock said.
The primary function of the
league of Women Voters is
"advisory and informative,"
said Mrs. Rock.
"We're
trying to get as much information to the public about
pesticides, which we can use
safely and which you can't;
also the phosphate issue in
both detergents and dish
washing compounds."
The League is currently
supporting a bill in the Ohio
House and Senate to establish
a moratorium against gas and
oil drilling in Lake Erie, a bill
to preserve natural areas in
Ohio and a bill to require
holding tanks and sewage
disposal systems on water
craft on inter-state waterways.
The meeting is being held
at St. Marks Church, S.
College Dr. at 7:30 pjn.

and IS helicopters in addition
to its crew.
The violence broke out
when police tried to bring the
13 arrested Black Power
leaders to the military camp
at Tiburon Bay in order to ship
them aboard coast guard
boats to Nelson Island, a small
detention prison off the coast.
But when tthey arrived at
the camp, police were turned
back at its gates by army
guards and forced to take
their prisoners back to town,
according to reports.
Reports pieced together
from witnesses indicated the
following chronology of
events:
An estimated 200-300
soldiers of the Regiment
sympathetic with the Black
Power leaders charged
toward the camp gates, but in
doing so passed the quarters
of the 100-man coast guard,
which remained loyal to the
government of Prime Minister
Eric E. Williams.
A 28-year-old army private
was killed in the skirmishing
as the rest of the rebels surged
out of the camp and headed for
the hills around Port of Spain.

Unconfirmed reports said
some of the soldiers had
commandeered a boat and
escaped to the island of
Monos,
a
Trinidadian
territory off the coast of
Venezuela.
Most of Trinidad's 2,000man police force remained at
their posts in the lucrative oil
fields, and the rest withdrew
from the streets and took up
positions guarding police
headquarters and the Red
House,
containing
the
Parliament chambers and the
high court.
About 1,000 youths surged
along the main thoroughfare,
Frederick Street, in defiance
of a disk-to-dawn curfew
imposed by Williams.
They shouted "Power!
Power!" and gave the Black
Power clenched-f ist salute a*
they heaved rocks through
store windows and did some
looting.
Police moved in on the
crowd and dispersed it after 45
minutes, firing shots over the
youths' heads. An unknown
number of persons were injured in street battles.

Pessimism grows

Cong drive concerns envoys
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
(AP) - Many diplomats in
Phnom Phnom Penh are
growing
increasingly
pessimistic about the the new
government's ability to
survive the military drive of
the Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese.
Fearing the city soon will
be completely cut off, some

embassies are considering
evacuating their families.
Mission heads fear that within
a week or two, the Phnom
Penh airport may be shut
down by rocket or mortar fire.
The railroad to Cambodia's
only port already has been hit
and could be cut. A handful of
guerrillas could also easily cut
roads to Thailand, the only

AIP faces election test
COLUMBUS (AP) - The
American Independent Party,
born in frustration, faces its
first real tests as an Ohio
political party in the 1970
elections.
The party, created by the
presidential campaign of
George Wallace, must garner
seven per cent of the vote cast
in the November guvernatorial election, to remain a
political party under Ohio law
It is already splintered into
two factions.
It has two
candidates for governor,
Edwin Lawton of Columbus
and Robert Anable of Parma
Heights.
Each considers himself the
legitimate head of the AIP,
but nobody can officially be in
command until after the May
5 primary.

Anable, 43, is a PBX installer for the Ohio Bell
Telephone Co. He Is founder
of the George Wallace
American Independent Party,
the AIP forerunner.

HEAVY DAMAGE TO STUDENT UNION-The ballroom
on the second floor of the Kansas University Student
Union building Is covered with debris after a fire late

He labels himself the
"working man's candidate"
and campaigns against any
form of gun control, fair
housing laws and welfarewithout-work.

Lawton, 46, originally
announced as a Republican,
but switched to the AIP ticket
after he said GOP leaders
"wanted a party hack they
could control and manipulate .

route of ground escape now
open.
The
conviction
is
widespread that no one is
going to come to the Cambodian government's aid.
Brirain has stated that as cochairman of the Geneva
conference on Indochina, it
must remain neutral.
The French Embassy has
quietly let it be known that
Paris wants nothing to do with
this crisis and will not offer
military assistance. The
Soviet Union and Communist
China still recognize Prince
Norodom Sihanouk as the
chief of state.
That leaves the United
States.
Gen. Lon Nol's
government has appealed
directly to Washington for

military supplies. President
Nixon is reported considering
the appeal, but there is
powerful
opposition
in
Washington to extending U.S.
commitments in Southeast
Asia in any way.
In the weeks of steady Viet
Cong and North Vietnamese
advances, the Cambodian
army has done nothing to
instill confidence among the
diplomatic corps.

A*aociof*d Pttn Wir«photo

Monday night destroyed the older center section of the
structure. The fire Is believed to be the work of an arsonist.

ACCESSORY
BONUS DAYS
(Thurs. Fri. Sat. only)
Buy one of the following items at regular
price- get the second one {of same value) for U
Price.
pins
Scarves
Bracelets
Leather Gloves
Earrings
Bring a Friend and fSave!

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
Bowling Green

Summer Jobs
StoMgatt
Coapiiy
Uidtr|ra..aM
■•■ fro*:
Cleveland
Toledo
Akron-Canton
Columbus
Stonegate
summer
Internship program
offers an unusual experience for men. This
is sales work on an
appointment basis. No
door-to-door or canvassing. Starting salary
I106-wk. based not on
sales,, but on making a
specific number of calls.
We will be on campus in
the Student Career
Plaining
aid
Placement Office on
Tnes. April 28, 1*70.
Students may sign up
for apt by visiting the
placement offices.

SUNDAY, MAY 26
9:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
STADIUM LOOP DRIVE

TRIKE RACE AT 4:00 P.M.
AROUND THE UNION OVAL

Treat Yoirstlf

WEATHER (TIBTES
Grab a few minutes. Come
in and see the vibrant colors we're featuring in rain
coats this spring. Like this
10 brass button, double
breasted number in brilliant
red. Conquer the weather
and dazzle the men at the
same time.

To Groovy Haircuts

Stadium Plaza
Barber Shop
All Haircuts *2.M
Across From B.G.S.U.
Stadhun

352-7174

SEE YOU THERE!

Latch onto the rugged look
of these wild stripes featured by Wright, the slack
campus guys go for. Always
tops for fit, they're also leaders in fashionable pattern,
permanent press and, best
of all, affordable slacks.
They make the bushcoat
sing, don't they?

Glljr llmwraity ^Ijop
S32 E. WOOSTER
352-51S5

MON-SAT » a.m. to 5:30 p.m
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student.
Campus police officers
received reports the girl had
been staying at Kohl Hall for
some time. She was arrested
there as she was reading a
book in the main lobby of Kohl
between 11:30 and noon,
yesterday,
according
to

3-1

SiClllHl
lllllKIMIltC
for KtiiiH*.
f Ittcliiihi.iin's
wife.

ueiiiis.
KlU'liM
s
fail.
!l Wjt'lll. fur
■ in«*.
10 I.CKislaliiri*.
■»

Associated Press Wlraphate

City police chief Milton J.
Nicholson
explained
yesterday the girl would be
held in Wood County Jail until
she is arraigned on the two
charges at 9 a.m., Friday.
Bond will be set after the
arraignment.
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placed In chemicals for digestion. That liquid Is placed In
a colorimeter to check density of color to determine II
mercury is present.
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OHIO DEPARTMENT of Agriculture chemist Carlton
Weaver checks fish from Ohio waters for presence of
mercury. The testing process starts with the whole fish,
which is deboned. scaled, and then ground up. The meat Is
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witnesses
It was not immediately
learned how the marijuana
allegedly involved was connected with the girl.
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Solution to Yesterday's I'uxzle

EUROPEAN
CHARTERS

on your

New

York-London

Round Trip $219.6-8 to 9I. 6-11 to 9-1. 6-16 to 9-7.
New York-Amsterdam
Round Trip $2.19. 6-12 to

Theta Chi

9-8.
Toronto-lAtndon Round
Trip $235. 6-30 to 8-23, 720 to 8-21. Call (607, 2737544. Day or Night.

Wedding
Theta Chi Pledges

Look to the Ambassador
for that party, reception, banquet
or other special event

Russians deploy 200 ships
WASHINGTON (API-

The

Russians have
deployed a
record of nearly 200 naval
vessels
in
the
biggest
peacetime
seagoing
maneuvers in history, U.S.
Navy spokesmen reported

Number/9
The "weekly" Number 9
section of the KG News needs
your help to remain such.
Send iill your excellent articles to Number 9, located
Within the confines of the BG
News office. University Hall,
or send them to Harb Jacola.
8&me address.

yesterday.
"No navy has had anything
like this on this scale and this
scope," a spokesman told
newsmen at a Pentagon
briefing on the now-unfolding
worldwide
Soviet
naval
exercise.
"This is a demonstration of
muscle," the Navy officer
said, indicating that a sizable
portion of the Soviet fleet in
the Norwegian sea is missileequipped and "highly visible"
to U.S. and NATO reconnaissance planes.
The Navy said that, in
effect, the Russian fleet unitsincluding some of the newest

guided missile warships-are
"throwing a naval ring around
the Eurasian continent."
This appeared to mean that
the exercise is defensive in
character-"a defense of the
homeland exercise," according to the spokesman in
referring to a heavy concentration of Soviet ships in
the far northern waters.
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. LuslftA

ARE TOPS !!

Your Host,
George Murry
II.*

■dvtrtUfmtnt

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 838-«791

FREE
COMPTON'S
SLAVE SALE
& DANCE

Fun!!!

FIRST-RUN SHOCK-A-RAMA
Box-Office - Open 7 p.m.
p.m.Cartoon Carnival at 7:20
You Will See at 7:30

A MAD, SADISTIC SCIENTIST ON THE LOOSE!

NOW
thru
TUESDAY

CLAZEL

EVE. at 7:15.9:30 -S»t. Sun. Mil. at 2:30. S p.m.

M*** Qffl
You WU1 See at 9:20

WHAT WAS THE TERRIFYING SECRET OF THE
Isldncj
VAMPIRE TREE?
•w

o» me
KMilffl
TECHNICOLOR
YtljVMtU TE.CHNISCOPE

t)OOWfP

"ONE OF THE YEAR'S
10 BEST!"

|»fll*M0l'«iil(Oi*li!lS|

Bonus Hit • Frl. & Sat. only - at ll p.m.

f~fmmm

l<<

ROBERT REDFORD KATHARINE ROSS
ROBERT BLAKE SUSAN CLARK

'TELL THEM WILLIE BOY IS HERE'
■■■^■■1 lUNntDSAi nciuM urimriioi)
Grand

HELEASED 8» AllCCl ARTr>T<.

Daylight Saving Time Goes la Effect Sunday.
April 2$ - Above Times Will Be One Hour Later Sunday Only!
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ART STUDENT naadad .or
eortt on hand manuscript
Will Pay' Call Susan al 2-4225

TranautoriMd igniuon ay item
new. 6 volt neg.gnd Ci I 371

Baby Owla- You've all done it'
Neophytes you are. actives
you'll soon * be'! Congrats,
Your active sisters

Are our million years up yef
Alpha Cam Neophytes

c? Rebel power, auto. V4,
Btr 3724440

4-man apt. summer, air<ortd,
furn, ItO-mo Valentine Apis,
»2-0ta»

Ixralung for College Students
interested in full or part tune
summer employment in
Northwest Ohio Escellent
earnings, with flexible hours
and opportunity to work part
time during school year Write
Mr Steven Watson 7U0 Rait!
Rd . Prrrysburg. Ohio 43651

ft) VW. automatic slick shift
CaU 353-2344

Men--room! -double and
single-Sept ft June. 3554241

69 Camaro SSRS cusl int
many other options, air cond
Any reasonable offer 3524915

Super Apartment for 2 males
Need lo sublease for summer.
ISO-mo CaU 352-0111

58 Pontiac Good cond t
cellent transport 353-8094

Apl ft rooms for summer
across from campus Ph 152-

Wanted
Kducation majors
for special summer employment opportunity tn North
Western Ohio, Write Mr
Steven Watson, 7630 ReiU Rd
Perrysburg. Ohio 43551

65 Karmann-Ghia Excellent
cond WOO or best offer Call
Toledo 536-96M

Sigma Alpha Fpsilon Pledgii
set let's make winning the
bike race a tradition Get high
to ride

Delta
Rho
Headquarlers-1061
Square'

RALPH
Varsity

Zero: Congrats on your Phi
Tau Pinning Goo
Ned- Congrats on pledging and
hanging in there' Your Big- T.
Ward
The Brothers of Pi Kappa
Alpha congratulate their new
pledges Good Luck?
Good luck Beta s in upcoming
Greek events Were behind
you all the way I Pledges

7344

TV $40. 8-trach tape deck ft
FM cartridge Sao Call 3549763

Wedding Bands- custom made
for you by Philip Morton,
contemporary Jeweler, 118 W

Wooster
Special- This weekend only'
Wire-rim sun glasses, regular
$4 00 now 2.99* All colors and
styles. Nichols Clothiers. 109
S Main St
Wanted
Part-time or fulltime waitress work tl 15-hr
plus tips, must have transport
If interested call 35:-0t53

LOST AND FOUND

Thurstin Manor Apis 451
Thurstin available summer ft
Fall Studio apis compl (urn.
air-cond, cable TV Phone 3525435

Apl tor summer Call 352-0143
Female roommate needed to
share apt for summer qtr
Contact Wendy 372-5475
Sublet for summer 2 br apt I
block from campus 153-rr.o
furn. 352-0477
Male-grad student or 22 and
otder-for 3 br Stadium View
Apt S70-mo starting June 15
354-7*02 5-7 pm

Summer Jobs
Slonegatr
l,ost: Men's dark-framed
Company will be at the
eyeglasses Call leo 352-0943
Congratualtions Bill and Jan placement office interviewing
on
your
Theta
Chi undergraduate
men
on
tjivalienng
Theta
Chi Tuesday, April a. 1970. If you
(ledges
live in Cleveland. Toledo. I
Akron-Canton, or Columbus
Alpha Phis are psyched for and will have access to a car
the Beta and the Tnke Race' this summer sign up for an
appointment at rhe Placement
Stereo for sale, call 351-7093
Congratualtions, Dennis Services Office
Starting after 5 pm.
Adams and Judi Hernn on salary ui HOI a week
your pinning. Tom Depler and
Philco portable stereo 6 mos
Nancy
Schull
on your FREE SEX' Not really, but
old 352-9300
engagement, and Sam and we do have a mod furn apl lo
Carolyn Moore on your four sublet, summer. 1 blh from
81 Triumph Spitfire 11300 or
month wedding anniversary campus cheap 372-5569
make offer 354-5119
Sig Kp Pledges

Avail June 15. furn air cond
apt for 4 girls Close lo campus
SSft-mo Contact 353-1711 after
5 pm

Attention aU junior and senior
Phi Mu's - Sig Ep Pledges say English Majors- Names are
thanks for a great tea Too bad now being taken for the
we couldn't take some of you national English Honorary
with us on our trip
Sign up in Room
206A
University Hall
Mermaid<ongratulations on
your Marine engagement. You Scott- was looking forward to
make a greal pair luck and Detroit and Canada What
l*ve-M J
happened" Please caU. Your

1969 Honda 50 low mileage;
asking 1200 Call 354-3342 after
6 p.m

Male roommate
needed
summer qtr-Varsity Square
Apt* CaU 352-7933 after 5pm

67 GTO suck 400 cu in. light
green, black interior, lots of
extras Call 352-5*11 after 5
pm

Apartment
tor
subletsurnmer school only-2 persons-call 352 7094

RENTALS • SALES

-Co-Pilot''

Male student to share apt
ideal location 960-mo 352-7471
after 3 30 for appointment
Furn house for rent surnrner
only ideal location 354-1533

Will do typing Call -352-9315

Don Juan, You're great

All English
majors-The
National English honorary is
taking
members
Those
juniors and seniors interested
please drop a line lo Dr
Robert
Logan.
MCA
University Hall or sign up at
that same address.

Sublet l-bdnn apt for aummtr

at reduced rate Call 352-01:)

MM

64 Plymouth 4 door sedan good
cond S35Q. 372-5044

Attention Juniors. Seniors,
Graduate students Part tune
employment available immedlately or for next falldriving school bus Contact
Otsego Local Schools 123-4201

66 MG Midget, white, wire
wheels, tonneau cover. 11200

Sig t£p Sam and Molly Mu
RiU-Congratualtions on your really "got their stuff
new image The sweel 707s together last Friday! Wow'
Thank* for a fabulous lea The
longratulabons on your Phi MU**.
Tau- Engagement- Bob 4

Skin diving equipment. 3520175.

352-5527
56 Pontiac. runs good, good
body Make offer 352-0*31

r Triumph IRS. wire wheels.
351-0175. at Greenview

Furn effc apts for summer $90
incl utilities. 352-9395
Apl to sub-lease for summer
Private bdrms. furnished.
reasonable. 1 or 2 men needed
Call John. 353-4*93. 5-5 p m
weekdays
Female roommate needed for
summer Apt across from
Founders CaU Lucy 372-307?

Want to rent parking space
near Newman Center, fall qtr
CaU Bob. wk nites after t p m
352-0173
4-man air-cond Umv Cts
Summer 372-40*1 or 372-5172
Apt for sublease 275 Varsity S
Summer 1 bdrm CaU 352-01*5
after • p m
Great At-

Apt for surnrner to sublet 2
Ku-lv or "Married couple''
Ph 353-2*772 Apt 45 Greenview

Men-double rooms, summer
and fall
Ideal location
Inquire 304 Court or 354-1533
: girls needed for apt for
surnmer-Winlhrop South, call
352-7276
Future faculty family wishes
to rent clean three bedroom
home in BG after June 1st
1175 to 1250 range Call collect
517-355-1115
Apt to sublease for summer. 1
bdrm furn Varsity Sqr Call
352-5369
4-man apt for summer I'rm
Courts, air cond, 354-7951
Male roommate needed for
summ qtr 206 Greenview
Call 352-63T
1964 Newyorker 10x60 with
living room 14x17 Call 3525754 unm occupancy
Two bedroom furnished house
for summer for 3 girls •60-mo
each CaU 354-5702
Two female roommates for
summer-Greenview 352-5533
Trying to sublet your apt4
Bring your listing to the
Student Housing Assoc office,
run 405 A Student Services
Bldg and we'll post it for you
If you're looking for a place
[or the summer, come in and
check the board

RIOFS
Ride needed to and from
Chicago Apr 23 or 24-Will pay.
call Helen 372-3069
Ride needed lo Cincinnati.
Thurs Apr 33 WiU pay. call
Bev 372-54*3
Ride needed lo OU this
weekend WiU Pay, 372-J7M
I oat 1 female puppy near
Clough It Man* ille. black with
white on her chin ana under
neck
Answers to Sam
Reward CM I 352-0404

nay IHaWM

OPENING SOON
Stadium Cinema I I II
Bowling Green's New Twin Theatres
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Sheiri. Iintur* BUI ft Sue.
DM & Jan. Save k Jan.
I jivahennK- Al * Pal

Up ft coming May Marathon
I at the C.l. Check with your
fraternity
and
sorority
I presidents and hall resident
advisors

Congrats to Joyce and Gene on
their Sigma Alpha Kpsilon
Pinning Sigma Alpha Fpsilon
Pledgii
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Congratualtions to a hunk of
an One from the Chicks

You're a good man Doug.
Donovan1 HC 's are diggin
their new banner

7:30 - 12:00
KREISCHER CAFE

H

i

i

I'M'

'.

Than i for the great ume
Saturday. Alpha Phis. Alpha
Slgs

Your's was not to reason why.
yours was to buy. Ha-ha
actives Got cha' O Phi A
Pledges

Friday April 24

SHOWING
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.

limtt.l Kim »hnh tn llw
N«'vvf»' npinitm deter from the
vulur ■ l Uir wlvertisenient,
Mill IM-i tvlifml free <i< rhari,f
if nportod M p»'ra*>n within 4S
lunirs tit publitaliun.

PERSONALS

AMBASSADOR
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Good luck, angels, this
Saturday al the OU Drill Meetlet's bring home tirst place'
an angel

i.l," ni

Our dining rooms are open Irom 6 1) AM
till 10 P.M., every day ol the wi ■
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l* Pnivft-iU M.ilI
Oml.172-2710

Wt- have ll
lh< parking and everything else In make
youi event complete.

EASTMAN COLOR
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Wliilf or
Kin.Iliiiilor-

trespassing.
She was not a University

■1 Idilwi-rLyllun
Itertiinc.

."ii; lirrHitriun.
fur line.
mi
wvi.si. iiii n.i|iiii in
fuiiiiMawr,
I;:I ShiiKt-xiM-iii
can villiiin.
lit tinman
piii|H*ror.
li.'l Cllsllilll.
IM1 Mini: vur.
ii" Trim.
ItH Slenrln.
mi Porters,

ACROSS
Tiilankllamell. CJC.
Snile."
-|iie.
111■-:11 lime.
Snake or
exelisl.
Illaek.

11 Imliuu.
12 r.iim il war
i*orri's|Minilenl.
IS Kim.
lit WiiliH-i.n.

I liranny's nr
Fisherman's

lly R. C HirHChfclH

A 19-year-old female from
Boonesville, North Carolina,
Loy McWhirter, was arrested
by campus security officers
Wednesday and charged with
possession of marijuana and

Weekend

DOWN

PUZZLE

Police arrest
girl trespassing
ii Kohl Hall

Use classifieds for fast results
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Coeds assist urban area cub scouts packs
By Wayne Thomas

CUB SCOUTS

goal to get really involved and
work with it, acceptance will
Working with a group of come naturally. Sincerity is
urban area cub scouts has the key word," she said.
proved to be a rewarding and
Durso, who calls the girls
challenging experience (or a "den sisters," said two sergroup of University coeds.
vice organizations on campus,
The girls of Delta ZeU and Alpha Phi Omega fraternity
Gamma Phi Beta sororities and Omega Phi Alpha sorority
have been working with the will soon be joining the
scouts since last quarter. The program also.
scout packs are from innerDurso said 200 to 300 boys,
city districts of
Toledo. ages 8-11 are benefitting from
Meetings are held at the help being extended by
Fulton. Sherman, and Warren University students. "They
schools.
would nave had no program at
Leonard Durso, chief of the all," he said.
Toledo Area Council, Boy
The boys seem to like their
Scouts of America, said the den sisters, too.
From a
low income and lack of disappointing turnout of only
leadership in the inner-city three students at the first
created a problem finding Warren school meeting, 17
qualified help to lead the pack boys came to the next
meetings.
meeting, said Miss Page.
"There were boys in"The boys have been
terested in the program but taking part and showing enwe couldn't get to them," thusiasm. We had a party
explained Durso.
scheduled once but we were a
Durso heard that some few minutes late. When we
University students might be finally arrived the boys
interested in helping with the cheered as we came in. That
program so he contacted the made us all feel good," she
Delta Zeta and Gamma Phi said.
Beta presidents. The girls
Durso said the Toledo area
were enthusiastic concerning council was the first he was
the proposal, so three new aware of actually to get out
packs were organized.
and tap a college for student
Ellen Page, soph. (Ed) is help on a major scale. The
one of the girls from Gamma University girls are the first
Phi Beta assisting with the actually to have charge of an
icout pack from the Warren entire pack rather than just
ichool.
being assistants, held Durso.
Miss Page was very en"Next year we'd like to
.■ouraged with the results of recruit on a bigger scale, both
the experiment to date. "I male and female, graduate
think it's an excellent idea and undergraduate students,"
because we can use our talents he said.
to help ourselves learn
The women receive no pay
teaching techniques as well as for their time. Transportation
helping inner-city children." expenses and money for
All the boys participating materials and supplies are
in the three packs are blacks.
provided, however, through
"Gaining he boys' confidence the Toledo Area Council of the
Is the most important thing," Boy Scouts.
■aid Miss Page.
"I think the challenge is
"But I think if we fulfill our just limitless, said Miss Page.

Gamma Phi Beta sorarttees.

I— ctt> tHstrlcta ei TeMa work with Delta ZeU

NswspKotoi by Brian Sfeffena

Politicians talk
on 'Earth Day'
By THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS
Earth Day observances in
Ohio yesterday made ideal
platforms for candidates.
Most made varied uses of
environmental subjects, and
most had ideas on how to
attack pollution.
The two top contenders for
the Republican U.S. Senate
nomination, Gov. James A.
Rhodes and Congressman
Robert Taft Jr., made Earth
Day their theme.
Gov, Rhodes began his day
by attending Earth Day
ceremonies at Ohio State
University where he told
students that "everyone has a
stake in the battle against
pollution and everyone has a
responsibility."
The governor called for a
"huge and bold new federal
program of research" to find
better, more efficient and
economical methods of
combatting water pollution.
Rhodes said national
standards for both air and
water pollution are needed
because the flow of con-

Players set
performance
of anthology
"Spoon River Anthology,"
Edgar Lee Masters' series of
poetic monologues concerning
the residents of the fictional
town of Spoon River, Mass.,
will be presented by the
Alpha-Omega Players.
The Alpha-Omega Players
are a professional theater
company from California
which staged over 600 varied
performances last year.
The performance will be
held at 7:30 p.m. Sunday,
April 3S at the First United
Methodist Church. Tickets are
$1.00.

Stmor school
Summer school class
schedules,
including
registration forms, will be
available at the Registrar's
office Monday at 9:30 ajn.

We come away from the
meetings feeling we have
helped in some way."
Miss Page noted that a past
project the boys enjoyed
working
on
concerned
American Indians. The boys
made musical instruments,
costumes, sang songs and
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I've Got A Deal You Guys just wouldn't believe.
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Wet Look" Shoes

10.99
Reg. 11*.

■The shoe shown has slant heels.
■high upfront vamp, strap with
[silver buckle Comes in black,
[red and navy patent Just one
[example ol our huge selection.
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Litttr bug Litttr bug
Htvt you no hands'
Our parks art disgraceful'
Think Undtrstind.

\

3 DAYS ONLY:

MM

II

Litttr bu| Litter but
Htvt you no tyas'
You're strangling ourstreelsl
0 try to bt wist.

laminated air and water
knows no geographic limits.
Taft made three Earth Day
speeches, the first in Cincinnati at Xavier University
where he declared that no part
of the country is free of
pollution and that "Earth
Day" will make a major
contribution
toward
America's attack on pollution.
In Toledo, speaking at
Whitmer High School, Taft
warned that measures to
combat pollution present a
real challenge to keeping a
free society, and yet providing
adequate controls to halt the
tragic destruction of our
environment,"

danced.
She said future projects are
indefinite at this time but a
picnic trip to Sterling Farm on
campus might be Included.
As Miss Page noted before,
sincerity is the key word
among the University den
sisters.

^aV^aaea
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Litttr bug Litttr bug
Have you no pride?
Our highways art ravagtd!
Don't throw things outsidt.
Litltr bug Litttr bug
Htvt you no heart*
This land's gttting uglyi
Let's changt things Ltt's start.

tv\ OkV^fl

EARL WILSON JR
in The Carnation Room It's FREE April 22 nd and 23rd.

A SPECIAL
MID-SEASON
SALE

RECORDING ARTISTS OF:
"1 NEED LOVING"
"THE GRAPEVINE"

GLADYS KNIGHT
& THE PIPS

Stop in now and pick up one or more of our
Special priced Spring and Summer Sport Coats.
Included in this Limited Sale is our version of the
no. 1 coat of the season, the Norfolk. Its
antbeatk!

Regularly priced from M2.00 to $50.00

NOW ONLY
34.99
ONIY AT

Wyt Mm

PLUS
MESSAGE TO A BLACK MAN"
'MY DIARY"

APRIL 24

THE SPINNERS
8:30 PM

TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
1 MAIN STREET
TICKETS AVAILABLE
At BOX OFFICE M, 15, M
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Stickers seek revenge
over Denison Big Red

,****
N«wapboto by Kirt 8abud«r

OFFENSIVE MIDFIELDER Joe Zimmerman attempts
to score for the host Falcons In last weekend's action
against Obcrlln. Bowling Green will need plenty of scoring

punch this weekend as the Falcons will face their toughest
challenge of the year In the Denlson Big Red.

Senior letter/man leads tennis charge
By Scott Scredon
Sports Writer

will be time to determine
another MAC winner.
This time the sport is tennis
Although within reach, and leading the charge for the
Mid-American championships Falcon netters will be senior
eluded Bowling Green football and two-time letterman,
and basketball teams earlier Denny Cavanaugh.
this year. Soon, however, it
Cavanaugh, a native of St.

chin . Michigan, has played in
the number one position for
the past two seasons after
occupying the second slot his
sophomore year. Even though
the Falcons finished fourth in
the conference last season, he
feels we have a good chance to
win it this year.
"We're a better team than
we were last year," said
Cavanaugh.
"We've
definitely improved in the
number four, five, and six
positions, which really help."

Denny
Cavanaugh

N«w. ph.i. by

KM

lahaaai

TWISTING AND turalng to another singlet victory
h two-time Falcon letterman Denny Cavanaugh.
Deaay tack secead place in the singles division at
last year's MAC championships and is a top contender for the crown again this season.

a

Even though matches are
held against all MAC schools
during May, the championship
Is decided by a "winner take
all" method, in a two-day
tournament held at the end of
the month. Cavanaugh was
asked how he approached
matches against conference
schools before tournament
play.
"It's not hard to 'get up' for
the matches," he said. "It's
not hard at all when there's
the difference between winning and losing."
Cavanaugh went on to
explain the matches against
opposing MAC schools before
tourney time are not in vain.
"The teams are seeded in
the tournament by their MAC
records, so it does matter how
you do against league competition," he stated.
Cavanaugh, whose individual slate shows six wins
in nine outings, is one of the
top contenders for the MAC
singles title. Last spring, he
finished in the runner-up
position.
"My roughest competition
will come from Lee Adams of
Ohio and Ken Schwartz of
Toledo," he added. Schwarts
was the singles' champ two
years ago but was defeated
last season.
Cavanaugh's style of play
is to control the net, as he sees
serving and volleying being
the strong points of his game.
"You'll notice anytime I'm
in trouble. 111 be in the backcourt," explained Cavanaugh.

It's hard to score from there."
He also commented on the
wind factor at the courts being
the ice arena.
"The wind has been exceptional so far this spring,
and has made me change my
game a little," concluded
Cavanaugh.
"I've had to
concentrate more and stroke
the ball differently."
Majoring in Business
Administration, Cavanaugh
plans to play in weekend
tournaments during the
summer, but is not interested
in any type of career as an
amateur or pro after
graduation.

By Jack Carle
Assistant Sports Editor
The preliminaries are
over and the main bout is
about to begin. Last year in a
driving rain before at least a
1000 people, the Big Red of
Denison ran up a 14-0 score
before the Falcons could
score.
The massacre took place
at Granville, Ohio.
test year we were too
high for them. We were ready
to play them on Wednesday or
Thursday, but not on Saturday. This year we are getting
ready for them on Saturday,"
said lacrosse coach Mickey
Cochrane.
This week, BG is propping
for the rematch which will be
at Perry Field. They will take
a 4-fl mark into the game.
last year it was much of
the same as BG took a perfect
9-0 mark into the contest and
Denison was 9-2. But after the
firing was over BG had gone
down to its first and only
defeat of the season.
There have been rumors
that Denison is weaker this
season. Well, faint hearts, this
is just not so.
The Big Red graduated a
goalie but have brought in a
freshman that is just as good
or better. On the defense, they
lost only one of their top three
players and there are always
adequate replacements
around.
The midfield units for the
Big Red had almost no losses
at all while the attack is
almost entirely the same.
Denison had two top attack
units last season and have lost
only one member of the
second unit.
Denison has a real winning tradition, topping the
midwest lacrosse standings
for the last four years. Each
season they have been one of
the top teams with almost
boring regularity.
Last year, the Falcons
were picked as the team that
could knock off the Big Red
from their top spot in the
league.
BG had the endorsement of the "New York
Times"
and
"Sports
Illustrated" but even that did
not have an effect on the
outcome of the contest.

<?
sporrs

The Big Red get ready for
Everything went against
their big lacrosse seasons be the Falcons in last year's
recruiting heavily in the disaster but things could be
eastern part of the country.
different this Saturday. This
They list players from New time BG will have the home
England,
New
Jersey, field advantage and their peak
Maryland and New York as will not have passed.
well as Ohio players on their
Cochrane lists mental
roster.

preparation as the biggest
factor to winning this game on
Saturday.
He rates the
abilities of both squads as
equal and feels that any
physical advantages that
Denison may have will be
made up by a difference in
mental readiness.

N.wipholo by Klrt Bobud«r

TIME OUT for strategy Is taken by Bowling Green lacrosse coach Mickey
Cochrane as he and mid fielder Art Curtis get together to plan a winning attack.
The planning payed off In a victory over (merlin last weekend and coach Cochrane
hopes that the same will come true Saturday when the Falcons host the Denison
Bib Red.

Fa/cons blast Wayne State
By Gary Brown
Sports Writer
DETROIT-If pitching is
really 90 per cent of baseball,
the Falcons were proof of it
yesterday.
Jim Meerpohl and Terry
Bork combined for a twohitter as Bowling Green
wholloped Wayne State 6-0.
It wasn't until the fifth

inning that Meerpohl gave up
a hit as he struck out 12 in
picking up his second win of
the season. However, his
control lapsed in the seventh
and Terry Bork came in for
the save.
The Falcons jumped to an
early lead as they scored three
times in the first inning on
singles by John Knox and Tom
Bennett.

Three more runs were
added in the seventh as the
Falcons batted around.- Joe
Chirko and Bob Hill crossed
the plate in the ninth to
complete the scoring.
The win upped the Falcons
season slate to 11-7 with a
three game home set coming
up this weekend against the
Miami Redskins.
Bowling Green
AB-R-H Pettorinl 4-0-1, Knox
5-2-2, Bennett 3-1-2, Chirko S-l2, Wylie 2-04, McKenxle 1-4-0,
Hill 4-2-1, Karnehm 4-2-8,
Rasor 4-1-0, Meerpohl 4-04,
Bork 1-0-0, Totals 35-9-8.
Bowling Green
Wayne State

300 003 002-8
000 000 000-0

NBA announces
all-defense wit

N.waphm by Kin B.bvd.r

A LITTLE f»y with slot of help la Bowling Green's batboy
■ad mascMTtmmy Young. Ttminy has one thing g*Uf for

him that the rest tf the Falcon baseball team doesn't and
that Is his father U the bead coach Dick Y«mg.

NEW YORK (AP)-Walt
Frazier, the New York Knicks
ball-hawking backcourt man,
once again leads the National
Basketball Association's AllDefensive team.
Frazier, polling 27 of a
possible 28 points in the second
annual balloting by the 14
NBA coaches, was the top vote
getter for the second straight
year.
Joining Frazier from the
Knicks, the top defensive
team in the league, includes
center Willis Reed, IS points,
and
forward
Dave
DeBusschere, 24. Gus Johnson
of Baltimore, 17 was the other
forward and Jerry West of Los
Angeles, 23, joined Frazier in
the back court.
Two points are given for
the first team selection, one
for the second.
The second team included
Lew Alcindor of Milwaukee,
11; John Havlicek of Boston,
9; Joe Cadlwell of Atlanta, 8;
Bill Bridges of Atlanta, 7; and
Jerry Sloan of Chicago, 5.

